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Final Report

Agreement #RAE 032-MEAN-781

fassive solar demonstration project

Earth Sheltered Home Passively Heated With
Trombe Wall in Integrated Greenhouse

Project Objectives ;

The project consisted of building an 18 in. thick Trombe wall-integrated

greenhouse passive solar assist for an owner designed 2/3 underground, 3

level 2200 sq. ft. sod roofed family dwelling. In addition, insulating cur-

tains to reradiate and slow heat loss under cloudy and night conditions will

be used. A copper water pre-heating coil is also an integral component of

the Trombe wall.

Backgroutid ;

Over the centuries man has capitalized on the natural insulating and

temperature stabilizing effects of the earth by living within its mass, e.g.,

primitive cave men, American Indians in their kivas, worshippers in rook cut

churches of Turkey. In general, the temperature of the earth remains re-

markably stable, approximately 50°F at depths below 3 ft., across the temper-

ate zones of the world.

With the advent of increased populations, relatively "cheap" energy,

and the development of economical glass, temperate zone persons came out

of their "caves" to find readily available gratification for visual appetites.

In contrast, Kenneth Labs in his 1976 Masters thesis, "The architectural

use of underground space," emphasizes the ecological relationship of man and

underground space as being biotic. Abiotic architecture makes restorations

of building sites with non ecological materials, i.e., special grasses,

parking lots, storm drains and other high maintenance "monoculture" products.
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Thus he claims underground architecture is in the long run "conservation

architecture," where man and nature work together for preservation.

Similarly man and nature work together in what is called passive solar

design. In passive solar design, rather than relying on mechanical forces

used in such items as electrical fans, pumps, blowers, etc. to distribute

heat, structures are designed to allow nature's natural forces to distribute

and move the heat. The second law of thermodynamics states that heat always

travels toward cold. Another natural force is the "chimney effect" where

"natural" drafts move air for cooling. Positioning with respect to wind

patterns and the sun are also taken into account in the design of a passively

solar heated home. Thus there is a strong philosophical similarity between

earth sheltering and passive solar design since both rely heavily on nature

to ensure comfort and efficiency of design for living space.

At the time of writing of the proposal finished homes combining under-

ground and solar energy in combination were rare. This demonstration project

is probably still unique in attempting to combine a passive solar Trombe

wall with an elongated "central" greenhouse all integrated within a basically

underground structure esi)ocially in view of its northern slope application.

The simplicity of Trombe wall operation and its essentially passive character

seem to blend well with underground architectural aims, i.e., emphasis on

massive heat storage capacity within concrete and/or stone structural com-

ponents as well as a natural potential for vertical temperature differentials

which facilitate air movement. Theoretically, underground heat loss reductions

should remarkably enhance utilization of stored solar inputs.

Probably of even greater importance than the demonstration of the com-

bination of passive solar and earth sheltering design is tlie denionstration

in this case that tl^iese tecliniques can be applied to a nortliern slope home.
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To my knowledge to date I have not seen any other examples where northern

slopes are used for solar heating. Although in the original proposal it

was anticipated that the solar underground structure would provide 80% of

its space heating needs and need supplemental heat mostly during Dec., Jan.,

and Feb., the first winter would suggest that these forecasts have been

somewhat premature. However because during the first winter we did not have

the insulating curtains on the solar collection area it is too early to con-

clude that the original objectives will not be met. In addition the reflective

surface for the Trombe wall was not installed last year, i.e., the tarred roof

on the children’s bedrooms had not been coated with any form of reflective

material. Theoretically such a reflective surface should add between 20 and

A0% increased energy on the Trombe wall. Thus with the combination of the

reflective surface and insulated curtains it is still quite conceivable that

this home should meet the projected goals of 80% solar heating.

Description of Solar Heating System ;

In the planning stages it was decided that since the site for the home

was on a 10 degree slope it would be advantageous to use a 2 main story com-

pact design approach. The University of Minnesota Earth Shelter Design Book

cites computer studies which suggest that 2 story earth sheltered structures

are roughly 10 to 15% more efficient than single story earth sheltered struc-

tures. In the central area of this 2 story structure a 2 story Trombe wall

was erected as the major solar collection agent. The sun penetrates to the

lower levels of the Trombe wall through a clerestory into an atrium or sub-

merged greenhouse area. Exhibit H illustrates this general layout.

The Trombe wall is 42 ft. long, 17 ft. high and 18 in. thick. Embedded

on 1 ft. centers in the Trombe wall are aluminum irrigation pipes which serve
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to hold water, primarily for conductance purposes. (See Exhibit G for Trombe

wall detail.) There is approximately 365 linear ft. of 4 in. aluminum irri-

gation pipe. The water is merely standing in the open pipes and thus also

serves as a humidifier especially during the winter months. Observations

reveal that during the winter months, water in the pipes evaporated down

about 2 ft. in each of the pipes. Therefore once a year refilling of these

pipes should be most adequate to facilitate their functioning.

The water pipes were primarily intended to aid in conducting the solar

energy collected on the south surface of the concrete wall through the wall

to its inner surface. They also add some small measure of increased heat

storage capacity, i.e., about 4 hours of heating capacity. Measurements

in the fall of the year revealed that following sunny days in Sept, and Oct.

the inside temperature of the Trombe wall was often 80 degrees. This figure

does seem to reflect an improvement over ordinary 18 in. concrete walls

where often times the interior wall surface temperature will reach 70 degrees.

A more thorough and consistent sampling of these inner wall temperatures is

needed to confirm the increased efficiency of this simple approach to improved

conductance by adding water to the Trombe wall. The pipes serve an additional

function in that they act like radiator fins. In the description to follow

1 think this aspect will become clearer.

In an effort to further increase the energy collection function of the

Trombe wall a 3/4 in. copper preheating hot water coil, 140 ft. in length,

was embedded into the south surface of the concrete Trombe wall.

The functional operation of the Trombe wall is based on the principle

of air thermo si phoning which takes place whenever there are vertical temperature

differentials and appropriate channels for the air to flow. In this structure
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heated air rises between the outside glass and the solar heated surface of

the Trombe wall. Natural cooling effects below ground level will augment

temperature differentials and thereby speed up the movement of air. See

Exhibit H for general movement of air. As the air rises it is compressed on

the sides due to the slope of the roof. Also the reduced space in the upper

portion of the greenhouse compresses the air. Thus the air passes over the

top of the wall at an increased velocity compared to that at the bottom.

As the air passes over the top, on the way it also strips heat from the

water filled "fins." (See Exhibit G .) Warm air spilling over the top

should with its relatively increased velocity expand to fill the volume of

the upper story and proceed to chase the cooler air through the return ducts

located on the perimeter of the main floor. (See Exhibit E.) Warm air con-

tinues to the lower levels and chases the cooler air out under the Trombe

wall and the cycle repeats itself.

Inspection of the lower level floor plan (Exhibit F ) reveals the central

elongated bathroom and stairwell area which facilitates relatively free air

passage across the open areas.

The side elevation (Exhibit H ) also shows anticipated (reduced volume)

air movement through the lower level into the back underground bedrooms.

Sliding glass doors can be opened and closed to control temperature, light,

and air movement from the greenhouse. Closing air ducts at the base of the

Trombe wall eliminates reverse cycling effects at night.

The hollow space (2 ft.) between the Trombe wall and the secondary in-

terior wall is intended to serve an immediate and a long range function.

At present, cutting off the thermosiphoning through the greenhouse at night

still permits the heat to strip off the interior of both Trombe walls at a

reduced rate and helps promote temperature stabilization in the front half
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of the house. The space between the Tronibe walls also houses the hot water

heater and the two chimneys, all designed to localize heat retention in the

Trombe wall area. More specifically, long range implications include the

possibility of using this space to house additional heat storage containers

filled with water or some newly developed substance. Therefore, the space

between the walls offers the added possibility for extended experimental

applications of new technologies in heat storage.

Although originally it was proposed that there would be a glass wall

with crank open windows above the inner Trombe wall subsequent experience

of living in the home revealed that this was unnecessary to control overheating.

Thus the shear mass of concrete itself retarded and slowed down any over-

heating that might have occurred. However, some minor modifications from

the original plan were made. Vents to control reverse night flow were in-

stalled at the lower level on the major Trombe wall as well as two controllable

doorways. These vents were placed on the western portion of the wall. The

vents on the eastern portion of the major Trombe wall were left open such

that all cold air falling down on the inside of the glass at night can only

go through the two slots on the lower portion of the east Trombe wall and

be routed by openings iirunediately adjacent to the wood stove area. Thus

all reverse flow cool air must go by the wood stove area on its route through

the home.

The small third level above the Trombe wall provides a clerestory solar

heat generating area. Clerestories have the solar advantage of being 20-25%

more efficient than Trombe walls, but they can have the disadvantage of pro-

ducing glare and unwanted sunlight. In the present structure tlie clerestory

area is well shielded from excessive summer solar input by the overhang. In

addition it seems to provide ever changing sun and shadow patterns on the
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interior walls of the living, dining and kitchen areas during the winter.

The pleasant lighting effects and the clearcut solar advantages of the clere-

story clearly indicate that aesthetic and solar efficiency come together when

clerestories are chosen as part of your passive solar design package.

Engineering and Constructions ;

In order to build an earth sheltered home it is mandatory that one have

competent engineering skills or consultation for the project. For this project

Dan Sullivan, a structural engineer from Missoula, prepared the drawings (see

Exhibits SI, S2, S4). Of greatest importance in these drawings is the detail

provided for the precise placement and sizing of steel rebar. For example

one can see that in some cases the rebar is placed on the inside area of the

concrete and in others it is placed centrally and so forth. These details

can make dramatic differences in the strength of the concrete structure. All

concrete structures need steel rebar as reinforcement since the shear strength

of concrete is very low. That is why most concrete structures even with

rebar over time do develop cracks. It is important that these cracks do not

lead to structural failure particularly when we are talking about side pressure

forces of the earth and more obviously from the weight of the earth on the

roof. In this jiarticular home the roof was designed for 400 psf or more.

Actually we ended up exceeding these engineering specifications because we

employed gunite which is stronger than ordinary concrete for the roof portion.

Thus we are engineered for 600 lb. plus per sq. ft. on the roof.

The engineering drawings show 12 in. concrete walls were used throughout

the home. If you are familiar with other earth structures you will note

that many of them have 8 or 10 in. concrete walls. The 12 in. walls were

employed not so much for the strength inherent in 12 in. of concrete but in
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addition we were engineering for added heat storage capacity as a function

of the increased concrete mass. The general rule of thumb is that concrete

holds about half the btu’s of water thus with 12 in. concrete walls it as

though you had a 6 in. wall of water around the entire house for heat reten-

tion purposes.

The fact that the home was engineered to have a large heat reservoir

in the concrete mass suggests that it is necessary to retain that heat in

the structure as well. Therefore in an earth sheltered structure it becomes

important to insulate on the outside of the structure. Before the insulation

can be applied it is necessary to damp proof or water proof the concrete.

Depending on soil and drainage characteristics the amount and type of water

proofing will vary considerably from one building site to another. In this

case there is a high clay concentration in the soil and ordinary damp proofing

tar-like materials were used on the sides of the home. The insulation was

then pressed against these sides j the insulation was 2 in. of styrofoam

(brand name) which is the only foam insulation that is water proof. Other

foams assorb moisture.

Underneath the 4 in. concrete slab at the lower level was placed a 1 in.

layer of styrofoam. This rested on a 2 in. bed of gravel to aid in the pre-

vention of the wicking of the cool moisture from the soil onto the insula-

tion. From an economic standpoint, 1 in. of styrofoam insulation under the

floor slab is sufficient.

Of particular importance in the placement of insulation is to insure

that all earth retention walls have a thermal break of insulation between

the retaining wall and the structure itself. It is my general impression

that this detail is the least adequately accounted for in the earth shelter

literature to date. For 1 story structures some peo[)le liave gone to using
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railroad ties and other timbers for earth retaining walls in an effort to

prevent the heat losses out the fins. In this structure styrofoam was used

between the earth retaining walls and the home. However it is necessary for

strength purposes to connect these earth retaining walls to the structure

with rebar. Unfortunately the rebar also is a superb heat conductor thus

even though the surface of each rebar may represent only 1/2 sq. in. — the

steel transmits heat 300 times greater than and faster than concrete there-

fore there is a considerable heat loss from the edges of the building through

the rebar into the earth retaining walls.

The problem of insulating retaining walls from the main structure needs

a more creative design solution. Most solutions seem difficult and time con-

suming, such as casting in rebar reinforced insulated retaining wall pockets.

Other solutions such as using plastic rope or wood to join members seem to

lack permanence and strength. Steel connectors on the surface offer even

worse heat loss characteristics.

The roof was done by Precision Development Inc. of Spokane using gunite.

Gunite is water proof, very strong 7 sack concrete applied with spray nozzle

under 100 lbs. psi pressure making it very dense. It sets up to 40% of total

strength within 4 hours. Supports can be removed in 7 days instead of the

usual 28 days. Vertical walls can be sprayed quickly with 0® slump. Costs

are competitive if labor savings are included.

Gunite is also very flexible and is usually used for swimming pools.

Since it is sprayed onto the surface it maintains any special contoyr^ that

may be in the structure. In this home the steel beams supporting the roof

structure were turned upwards thus the concrete had to be bermed up and over

each of the beams. This produced some curvature in the concrete surface.

Such curvature makes it difficult if not impossible to place 2 in. or greater
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rigid styrofoam. In researching this problem urethane foam was found to

have the necessary flexibility, excellent insulating properties (R = 7.14

per in.), and reportedly is 90% closed cell to aid in water proofing.

Michael Mosley (local Missoula installer) sprayed 3^ in. of urethane foam

over the roof as well as the northern portion of the home. This urethane

foam will yield an K value of around 25-28.

Even though urethane foam is 90% closed cell it was later discovered

in another area, that if water lays flat on urethane foam it eventually im-

pregnates the entire material and becomes like a wet sponge. In order to

prevent this from happening an additional waterproof coating of Columbia

Paint's Elastocreel was rolled on the surface. This plastic paintlike mater-

ial is waterproof and prevents ultraviolet deterioration of urethane foam.

On top of the elastrocreel was placed 6 mil visquine. In order to keep the

earth from sliding on such a slippery surface we constructed racks from

scrap lumber and plywood and fixed these in place with a minimal amount of

breaks in the surface of the foam. The earth was then placed uf)on these

wooden racks which were on top of the visquine.

To sununarize - the roof was formed with 2x6 tongue and groove pine

laid on the edges of the inverted I-beams. Next, there was a layer of tar

paper followed by the steel rebar placement as shown in the engineering speci-

fications. Gunite was then sprayed on the surface followed by the sprayed

urethane foam. Elastocreel, 6 mil visquine and the wooden racks to keep the

dirt from sliding off all came before tlie ordinary clay and rock soil. Soil

was placed cm tlie roof in Lliicknesses from U to 2 ft. depending on drainage

demands. Finally 2 to 3 in. of top soil along with some actual turf was

placed to insure a good start in some of the steep and erosion prone areas.
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The roof has many layers and seemed to take forever to finish. Actually

in typical liome construction there also are many layers to an ordinary roof.

However, the requirements for sealing in ordinary structures are not nearly

so severe as those found in earth sheltering because you do not have the

earth bearing loads and the constant hydro static pressures that are inherent

in earth sheltered structures. Such precautions, in the long haul, insure

the low maintenance of earth sheltered dwellings.

Insulating Curtain ;

The automated insulated curtain with an K-12 to lA value covering the

Trombe wall was purchased from Thermatech Inc., P.O. Box 130, Snowmass, Colo.

The curtain is constructed with four layers of gold aluminized (on both sides)

rip stop material. The curtain is in two sections (8 ft. x 16 ft. ), each' having

it's own electric motor. The curtain is automated by a solar temperature

sensor which can be set for summer or winter operation by simply throwing a

toggel switch. In winter the curtain rises when the sun shines and closes

for cloud cover and vice versa for summer if needed to aid in cooling. It

has been used in many instances for passive solar applications covering

Trombe walls (in particular in the Colorado area).

Not fully completed are insulating curtains for the clerestory area

above Trombe wall. Since some of these windows are triangular, they require

custom construction of edge sealing areas as well as custom sewing. Duracote

Corporation of Ravenna, Ohio and Shelter Institute of Bath, Maine both sell

reflective insulation materials which are similar to those in the Thermotech

curtains. Given double layer construction and improved edge sealing, R values

should approach 10 for these more difficult to fit curtains. Original calcu-

lations for this home revealed that 1/3 of the energy required for the home

went out the windows at night. Therefore justification for the need for more
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insulating curtains since 2/3 of the glass area remains uncovered, seems

more than clear. The original grant request for $2200 for insulative cur-

tains was cut by DNRC to $1400. The Thermotech curtains for 1/3 of the total

glass area cost $1630 plus installation. All this leaves us at least $1030

short of the original request. Said $1030 could help considerably in bringing

the home up to original energy efficiency forecast.

Construction Schedule and lersonnel ;

During the early spring and suimner of 1978 the owner and his family

(wife, 3 boys and dog) spent time clearing tlie house site and 5 acres of

dead timber left from the Pattee Canyon fire (July, 1977). The 5 acres had

been heavily timbered. With the aid of a neighbor's portable saw mill the

dead timber was cut, decked, milled and planed on both sides. The result

was 4500 bd ft. of blue stained pine and larch which was eventually used in

the interior of the home for paneling and all cabinets.

Excavation for the home began July 13, 1978. The major concrete and

steel work was done by thie Miller Brothers Tnc. of Missoula. Weather condi-

tions played a major role in the concrete construction since in November of

1978 cold weather stop|)ed construction just before the roof was completed.

Building began again in April of 1979 and was completed in September of 1979.

Major aspects of the project took about 9 months.

Eric Johnson, a local Missoula contractor, did the framing for the south

facing glass windows and greenhouse. All double paned glass was purchased

and installed by Big Sky Glass of Missoula. Considerable subsequent detailed

carpentry work was performed by Billings Construction of Missoula. As stated

earlier, the gunite was sprayed by lYecision Development Inc. of S^wkane.

Gunite at that time cost $49 a yard and the total labor cost for 1 day's work
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was $2500. In largo {)art the $2400 one day foe for labor and machines was

due to the distance from S[X)kane, thus when local contractors are available

who are able to do gunite work the cost of labor and equipment should be

halved.

In most cases the above contractors were selected after much sifting

through inflated bids. The uniqueness of the structure seemed to cause

fear in many contractors. Bids which were double those finally accepted

were not that uncommon so shopping became essential. One important advantage

of having the structural engineer was thiat he made frequent on site inspec-

tions to insure the structural quality of the building.

Floor Plan Design ;

This section is included in this portion of the report since it precedes

some discussion of the performance of the home. Discussion of the types and

functions of living spaces should enhance an understanding of the data on

differential temperatures obtained within various portions of the home.

The upper level of the home contains the kitchen, dining and living

areas. The lower level contains the 4 bedrooms, a greenhouse-atrium, 2 bath-

rooms and a recreation room. As can be seen from the plans (Fxhibits E6<F ),

the wood stove in the lower level is centrally located to lacilitate the

heat movement throughout the structure, up tJie stairwell, as well as through the

perimeter ducting around the main floor. This aspect of the home in general

functions better than expected.

The main wood stove is housed in the recreation room on the lower level.

Especially noteworthy is the fact that the large amount of ducting prevented

the recreation room from seldom heating over 68 degrees. This is somewhat

humorous in light of the remark in the original proposal where the question

arose as to whether the recreation room would be heated at all due to the
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numerous channels for air circulation provided in the original plan.

All rooms of the house have outside light available to them except for

1 bathroom. The children's bedrooms on the lower level have sliding glass

doors facing the greenhouse-atrium. A Japanese soaking tub is also located

in the greenhouse.

Stairs from the garage (major traffic outdoor entrance area) lead to a

kitchen entrance on the main floor providing an air lock. Exits from the

lower level include 1 door leading to the garage and 1 'exiting to the outside

from the recreation room. Another exit is from the main floor to a front deck.

These 2 doors have storm screen doors placed 1 ft. (the width of concrete wall

heat sink) away from the main doors. Thus what heat bleedoff tliat takes

place occurs between storm window and main door providing a small 1 ft. air

lock condition on the two north facing doors. Two sliding glass doors in

the clerestory area above the Trombe wall on the south allow excellent cooling

ventilation. By opening the sliding glass doors and the northern front doors

on the main floor and the lower level, a natural chimney ventilation effect

occurs. See glass detail plan for south-facing wall in Exhibit J.

Solar System i’erformatice ;

No systematic or elaborate records have been kept, on system performance

at this time since the project is not complete in one ma jor area, i.e.,

being the night shade or insulating curtain whicli stiould im[)rove heat reten-

tion by more than 33%. Nevertheless, observations have revealed that cold

air movement at night (falling out of Trombe wall area) needed channeling to

promote comfort in lower room areas. Doors covering 2 doorways and the blocking

of two vents in the secondary Trombe wall in the lower level now help channel

much of this cold air by the wood stove as part of the "normal" path of cold

air circulation. Up and downstairs temi)erature differentials (upstairs being
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warmer) tend to range between 3 and 10 degrees with 6 degree differentials

representing the mean under most conditions. In general air movement in

the home is much superior when the sun shines as compared to when the wood

stove is being burned. Wood stove |)lacement on the interior of the Irombe

wall tends to promote reverse cycling of air . This is manageable if the

cold air can be channeled by the wood stove for preheating prior to entering

the household proper.

Rather informal data so far reveals the following patterns. (Considerable

caution should be exercised in interpreting this data since the curtain wall

is not fully in place.)

With solar energy alone the upstairs temperature has not exceeded 78^

for more than 1 hour. (This temperature usually returns to 72^ within a 1/2

hour after the sun is not on the collection surface.) This phenomena occurred

during November. During sunny 0*^ F weather for 5 days during January 1980

nightly wood burning was necessary and daytime solar heated upstairs temper-

atures obtained 72^ to 75® at around 2:00 p.m.

Wood burning for the winter season of 1979-80 used approximately 3^5

cords of ponderosa pine.

Over 2 days and approximately a 56 hour period with no sunshine and no

wood heat and outside temperatures averaging 25® F, the temperature of the

home dropped from 69® upstairs to 58® F and the downstairs went from 61® to

52° F. Prior to this period there was a modest amount of heat in the Trombe

wall, i.e., about 70® F. The downstairs was running a little cooler than

usual due to a cold snap the previous few days. Again, however, the "natural"

6® differential seems to obtain with the convective flow pattern in an "open

position, i.e., no flaps at night. Also it is im{)ortant to note that the 6®

F differential tends to be the same for either solar or wood heating.
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When the doors and flaps are in closed position, the front bedroom

gains approximately 2 degrees and tlie recreation room about A degrees F on

the average using wood heat. The greenhouse does not appear to lose heat

when the flaps are closed because hot air still cycles over the top of the

Trombe wall into the greenhouse. In general efficiency improves since cool

drafts are channeled by the wood stove.

The few weekends we liave employed the wood cook stove upstairs indicate

that in 30“ weather it effectively heats tlie whole house, below that temper-

ature supplementation is needed periodically by the downstairs wood stove.

Generally speaking during 25*^ to 30° sunless weather, burning the main down-

stairs wood stove in the evenings only, is more than sufficient to keep the

entire home comfortable with only 2° to 3° variations in temperature within

floors. During sunless below 20° F more sustained wood burning is required.

Economic Evaluation;

At present it does not seem wise to calculate the actual solar contribu-

tion until the curtain is in place and the project is systematically monitored

for a year or better. P^ven though the grantee attempted to cut costs through

serving as Piis own contractor and also providing his own and children's labor,

costs still came into the range obtained by tlie University of Minnesota group

of approximately $A2 per square foot including solar aspects. As mentioned

earlier difficulties in finding help to try some of the innovations and

dealing with inflated bids were a frequent problem.

See budget for itemized costs of project. Although the original projection

of costs for the project was $10,600, actual costs were $13,300. Adding

approximately $2000 iiKire for tlie rest of the curtains would bring total pro-

ject costs (including owner contributions) to $13,300 DNKC funded $8600 of

the total cost. As mentioned in the proi)osal utility rate increases are
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expected percentage wise to exceed loan rate percentages and thereby cancel

the cost of the project completely within around 15 years. After the 15

years you start actually making a clear profit on the original investment.

Conclusions and Rcconiiiiendaticjfis !

Thus far 1 feel the project is a "success" in the following ways.

1. Substantial demonstration of earth sheltering has been accomplished

in a relatively complex shape, i.e., angles, overhang. Most importantly,

solar heating is px)ssible on many northern slopes.

2. The roof structure is relatively simple in its final form and the

use of gunite was exceptionally easy to apply once the final decision was

made to use this approach.

3. Reduced effective sunshine in Missoula during December, .January

and February is painfully obvious and effectively eliminated solar storage

buildup in the Trombe wall most of the time. However, direct gain through

the clerestory with intermittent sun appears much more effectively utilized

for space heating purposes. Unless there are 2 full days of sunshine the

Trombe wall does not seem to gain much heating efficiency when the outside

temperature is below 20° F. However, again this is probably because until

recently, there was no night time insulation in front of the Trombe wall.

Public Availability ;

Even before the project was completed we have had approximately 500

persons view the project. There were over 200 persons who visited tl)e pro-

ject as a result of Missoula’s Earth SJieltered Conference last April 1979

.s|)on8ored iointly by AERO West and the Institute of the Rockies.

In addition five slide shows and talks on passive solar and earth

sheltering have been given in Missoula. The slide show is part of a small
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grant from the University of Montana and has been given in five cities in

Montana: Missoula, Great Falls, Bozeman, Billings, and Lewistown. It is a

2 hour presentation emphasizing passive solar heating and earth sheltering

showing examples from the present project. This slide show is now on file

with Missoula Area Resource Council and is available for elemtary and high

school teachers.

1 receive about two plus calls a week by various people around Missoula

and other parts of the state asking to visit the project. About one half

of these requests are granted. Thus considering friends and their friends

as well as outsiders, the home is shown to about 3 or 4 people every week,

along with occasional visits from schools, conferences, and clubs.

Program Evaluation :

1 have been pleased with the program. Particularly helpful were the

visits by the L)NKC staff during various stages of construction. Inflation,

high bids, and delays contributed greatly to increased costs beyond those

originally projected. however, most assuredly spin-offs in terms of public

awareness from visits, slide shows, and tours have had a positive impact.

Three half-hour TV shows sponsored by Montana Power brought many additional

inquiries and visits. Referrals to structural engineers and architects have

been frequent.
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2870 Solterra Lane
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Miss Peggy Nelson
Contract Monitor
Renewable Energy Bureau
Dept. of Natural Resources & Conservation
32 South Ewing
Helena, MT 59620

Re| Final Report Addendum
Grant RAE //032-781

Enclosed is a brief description of how the additional funds were

used on our passive solar demonstration project. (Detailed budget at end

of report.)

The additional $1000 alloted for insulating curtains was used to

purchase 252 sq. ft. of "Window Quilt" from Energy Options, Missoula, In

order to improve the insulating value of window quilt we also sewed a

layer of Foylon (aluminized material) to the outer face of the window

quilt. Foylon was purchased from Duracote Cor^xiration, 350 North Diamond

St., Ravenna, Ohio 49266. The addition of Foylon did not create any

problems in the operation of the window quilt.

In the two upp^er triangular windows of the clerestory one side of

each triangle is securely squeezed by wood framing. The lower two edges

are placed in a wooden trough and the vertical edges are sealed by spring

loaded wood strips with a groove which catches a roped edge of the window

quilt-foylon material. Lower triangular windows on the Trombe wall area

are handled similarly except that the vertical side rests in a wooden

trough. The other window glass in the clerestory area, i.e., two sliding

glass doors plus rectangular window were covered with the standard in-

stallation of window quilt using their sealed «*(lgos and cord pulley system.
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Slnce vnriting the final report in August of 1980 we have had another

winter to observe the performance of the Trombo wall with its insulating

curtain as well as the new insulating curtain in the clerestory area in-

stalled mid January 1981. The final report mentioned that no appreciable

heat seemed to be stored in the Trombe wall unless there was sunshine for

two days. The Trombe Insulating curtain has improved the storage efficiency

considerably. After one full day of sunshine (in 25°F weather) the Trombe

wall with the curtain in place during the night is now noticeably warm to

the touch (72®) the following morning even on the south surface of the wall.

This year we also had some unusually sunny conditions from the third week

of February through the first three weeks of March. Most of the nights

ranged between 18®F and 25®F with daytime temperatures between A5®F and

55®F . Obviously during this period we were overheated by solar most of

the time and had to exhaust heat every other day. Over a i>eriod of 33 days

(mid Feb. to mid March) we only burned the fireplace h evenings. Also

during this period we were able to do several checks on the effects of

having the clerestory curtains closed at night or open. We reliably de-

termined that the clerestory curtains when in place during 25®F nights

seem to add 3®F to the indoor upstairs temperature in the morning. Thus

instead of being 66® in the morning it would be 69® in the morning on

solar power alone. There were times during this same period when we would

wake up to upstairs temperatures of 71® or 72®. Since the curtains were

not fully installed until early February it is not possible to clearly in-

dicate total savings in wood burning for this past winter. However the

observations mentioned above are encouraging.

A Casablanca fan was added for use during those times when we were

slightly overheating in the upper portions to augment the natural convective
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pattern. We found the fan modestly helpful in circulating additional

warmth into lower bedroom levels. It seems to add about 2°F. In other

\

words it lowered the normal 6°F differential between upper and lower levels

to A®F

.

All in all I find that the insulating curtains of both Trombe wall

and clerestory together add about 5® to interior temperatures over the

night during 25°F weather. These figures correspond closely to those

found by Ron Shore in his original studies employing insulating "night

shades."

Thus anticipating next winter performance 1 would expect a reduction

again in wood burning. This winter the total wood burned was still only

3 cords with December and January having a total of two sunny days. How-

ever it was a rather mild winter in general. As mentioned in the final re-

port when we have sunshine this home functions extremely well. Without

sun and with a heavy overcast wood supplementation is necessary.

Budget Amendment Addendum

Trombe wall and glass $A,66A.01 - increase of $620

The additional increase granted for the Trombe wall and glass has

been applied to the owner's extra costs incurred as specified in the last

budget report on August 19, 1980.

Insulating Curtain Material - $2,000 (increase of $1,000)

The increase of $1000 was spent for insulating curtains for the Trombe

wall and clerestory as followsi

$927.09 Window Quilt
60.58 Foylon material
8. AO Wood edge sealing
6.80 Hinges

$1002.87 Total

All other expenses as noted in the last budget report remain the same.



Thank you for your help and encouragement during the course of our

project. Perhaps you would be interested to know that 125 people toured

the house on March 21st. On May 2nd 400 people' were shown through as

part of the annual University Women’s Club House tour.

Sincet e
1 y,

John R. Means
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16 copies of this public document were published at

an estimated cost of $3.00 per copy, for a total cost of

$48.00, which includes $48.00 for printing and $.00 for

distribution.


